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The Justice Desk
The Justice Desk is an award-winning human rights organisation
that operates in South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. As an
organisation,

we

offer

our

support,

training,

expertise

and

educational materials to various groups across the globe. We
believe that by empowering ordinary people to understand and
defend

their

Human

Rights,

they

can

transform

society

in

a

sustainable way and create a more just and equal world.

We

work

hard

vulnerable

to

groups,

educate,
civil

advocate

society,

and

for

and

equip

governments

in

youth,
human

rights, justice and advocacy. Our work is primarily in township
areas

and

vulnerable

communities

where

we

empower

and

equip local community members with the necessary skills and
platforms to lead their own change.

Social Injustice is when
individuals, families
and communities are
deprived of their basic
human rights.

Advocacy is seeing suffering,
looking at the root causes of
injustice and deciding to respond
to it! Advocacy is the refusal to
stay silent; when one person
suffers, I suffer.

Social Justice is when, as a society,
we have achieved true equality.
This means all people have access
to their fundamental human rights,
resources, and opportunities.
People are empowered to lead
their own change.

The Justice Desk helped to teach me not to take for granted the

"

privileged freedoms that I have because of where I was born and
my socio-economic status. Many individuals around the globe still
don’t have those freedoms and are fighting for their own justice
every single day. Additionally, I learnt the power of helping and
developing individuals to become advocates.

It is impossible to change the world on your own; which is why the
work

The Justice Desk

that

become

everyday

activists

does
is

to

educate

extremely

individuals

important.

I

to

now

understand that together through education and community that
differences

can

be

made

and

justice

and

freedom

can

be

obtained by all.

Finally, the friendships and bonds that I created with both the
members of

The Justice Desk

and individuals in the communities

we were working in are a special type of accomplishment. I view
these

as

accomplishments

because

I

would

have

never

in

my

wildest dreams ever thought I would get to know such amazing
individuals.

The Justice Desk is

not an organization of coworkers,

but a family. I am honored that I was accepted into that family."

Thomas Bollard, Justice Desk Intern 2019
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When
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justice & advocacy and moblised to
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lead their own change.

How
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How

12

Children, women and men
directly impacted in 2019

Justice Campaigns run this year!

13

Interns from across the globe

New

Goodwill Ambassador!

Now

Target
When

Eighteen
Human rights projects that continue
to positively impact the lives of the

People

communities we work alongside.

How

Now
Target
When

Growth

How
Craig Lucas

29

Youth Ambassadors across South Central Africa

220 000
Children, women and men
impacted in 6 years!

Working in

3

Countries:
SA/ZAM/ZIM

Letter from Bontle Mafojane

Chairperson

2019 has been a challenging but incredible year for the Justice Desk. The team has put
in a lot of hard work – from having to move premises twice to successfully launching
the Mbokodo project all while still developing new projects, and collaborating with
community leaders in Khayelitsha, Bonteheuwel, and Nyanga in their endeavours to
better their communities. Some of the highlights of this year include the launch of the
Mbokodo project, The Justice Desk’s sixth birthday party fundraiser, the Powerful
Womxn photo exhibition hosted by the British High Commissioner, the Mbokodo
project graduation hosted by the V&A Waterfront and Chavonnes Battery Museum,
and having Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Sussex visit the girls of the
Mbokodo project.
To make the progress The Justice Desk has made, you need people with sensible minds
and passionate hearts who not only see injustice but also have the drive and
commitment to take action against it; fortunately, the Justice Desk team is full of such
individuals who make a dynamic and energetic team. With this in mind, it takes more
than a formidable team to achieve greatness: it takes an incredible support system. To
all our community heroes, volunteers, funders, board members, and to those who
continue to cheer us on, we say a special thank you for helping, guiding, and
supporting the vision of The Justice Desk. None of our achievements would have been
possible without you. Here’s to another year of uplifting our communities through the
spirit of Ubuntu!
Yours in Justice,

Bontle Mafojane

The Justice Desk
Logo: Explained
Small hands:

No matter "how small you may seem" -

your voice is important. This represents the everyday
person, who thinks their voice may not matter or make
a difference.

Big hand:

When we put all our hands together, our

voice is united and our voice is louder than ever
before.

Red colour :

African soil, passion, and the blood of

those who have given their lives in the fight for human
rights.

Letter from Jessica Dewhurst

Founder & Executive Director
I can't believe it's already been
dream of justice to the reality

6 wonderful years with The Justice Desk! From a simple
of over 220,000 people's lives being impacted - what a

fantastic journey it has been! 2019, in particular, has been an incredible year. Despite the
let down of having our office badly damaged in a fire earlier this year, our team was able
to bounce back, grow and continue to do phenomenal work! They put their blood, sweat,
and tears into ensuring the access to fundamental human rights of all those they worked

3 different
countries in South Central Africa, and our programs are fully running in 34 schools.
alongside, and I couldn't be prouder. We now have

18 projects

running across

The Duke and Duchess of Sussex, Prince Harry, and Meghan Markle, also came to visit us
this year and spoke proudly about the importance of our organisation and its impact. These
are just a few mentions of some of the phenomenal achievements of our team, projects,
partners and everyday activists throughout 2019. I would like to express my sincere thanks
to all of our donors, partners, friends, and family who continue to support us in our mission.
We could not do this without you! I look forward to another wonderful year ahead, where
the sky, really is, the limit.

Yours in Justice,
J e s s i c a

D e w h u r s t

Theodora Lutuli
A true Justice Desk everyday activist
Mrs. Theodora Lutuli is a 45-year-old woman from Nyanga. She is married to Bishop Albernathy Lutuli and has
two wonderful children. She is the principal of both Khanyisa and Inkwenkwezi Early Childhood Development
Centres.

Theodora started as a 'Hero' in some of The Justice Desk's projects. We partnered with her ECD’s
to offer various trainings to Theo and her community in Children’s Rights, Advocacy and Justice.

Over

800 people

were trained in the first year of this partnership, empowering hundreds of

families in the community. She went on to found the Ubumbano ECD forum, a collective of ECD
principals who are also fierce defenders of children's rights in the township of Nyanga; and led
various marches and demonstrations to raise awareness in her community. Theo made a name for
herself as being a beacon of hope in her community, who strives to challenge the injustice that
many still face within Nyanga. She has supported and inspired thousands, and continues to do so
daily.

She is the true definition of what we call an “Everyday Activist”. In 2018, Theo was asked to
become an official board member of The Justice Desk, and continues to work hard in the fight
towards achieving true justice in South Africa.

Board of Directors 2019

Peter Ross
Member

Our Team
2019 has been a phenomenal year for The Justice Desk.
A mass influx of brilliant interns; marches and
campaigns challenging violence against women at the
hands of men; far-reaching community trainings; a
successful year of Mbokodo and successful lobbying
for a children's commissioner are just a few of the
highlights of the year!

The Justice Desk Team are incredibly grateful for
another amazing year of growth, challenges and
positive change. We are continually amazed by the
incredible change-makers we are privileged to work
alongside and cannot wait for what is in-store for us in
the near future!

THE

INTERN

DEPARTMENT

This year has been an incredible year in terms of our interns! The Justice Desk
managed to train a total of 13 interns throughout the year.

We hosted interns

from South Africa, Zimbabwe, The Netherlands, The USA, The United Kingdom,
Mexico, Australia, Canada and France.

The team of interns came with a lot experience from their home countries
that helped in shaping the direction of the organisation. As an organisation,
we are always ready to learn new ideas and reinvent our campaign strategies
so that we can best serve and empower our heroes. We are confident that
the interns in turn learnt a lot from their experience with The Justice Desk.

The majority of our interns were immersed into the day to day running of the
organisation, which opened their eyes to the many difficult realities that our
communities

live

under.

We

are

confident

that

their

experience

with

our

organisation will empower them to become agents of change in their home
countries and beyond!

Takunda Mudyiwa
Head Intern

Ty Huston
Canada

Thomas Bolland
U.S.A

Ishana Koopman
Netherlands

Gabriela Lizarraga
Mexico

Amelia Blair-Smith
U.S.A

Takunda Mudyiwa
Zimbabwe

Marissa Brinkley
U.S.A

Shamryn Brittan
South Africa

Auguste Motte
France

Fernie Galindo
Mexico

Sydney Fay
U.S.A

Ruby Nunns
Australia

Charlotte Bayliss
United Kingdom

Interns
2019

The Advocacy Department

Lobbying & Activism
The scourge of Gender Based Violence has reached unprecedented levels in South Africa. In September, The Justice Desk
participated in the call on government to make urgent policy changes and institute measures to curb violence against
women and children. We joined Fight Back SA, and marched to parliament, where our Executive-Director, Jessica
Dewhurst,

addressed

the

crowd

of

over

27,000

people,

speaking

out

against

the

femicide

currently

crippling

our

country.

The Justice Desk was joined by several organisations and houses of faith in advocating for the institutionalisation of the
office of the Children’s Commissioner in the Western Cape. We wrote a submission to the provincial parliament on the
proposed bill and co-hosted a children’s consultation in partnership with Molo Songololo, to ensure the participation of
children in the creation of the office aimed at protecting their rights. We also gathered a large amount of partners and
community members from around The Western Cape to protest outside the Wynberg Magistrate's Court to protest against
the rape of a child in one of our partner ECD’s by their father.

Throughout 2019, we ran multiple human rights campaigns in the 34 schools in which we are in. These campaigns reached
9,900 people and included the following: Justice beyond borders, 30 Rights in 30 Days, Eco Justice, Peace Month, Mental
Health Women’s Month, Month of the Child, HIV/AIDS & Human trafficking.

The Training Department

The

Training

over

5000

Department

has

had

a

very

interesting

and

fruitful

year.

We

managed

to

train

people in Human Rights, Children’s Rights and how to be an Everyday Activist. The training

department uses these three trainings as a basis of conversation that will introduce Human Rights to
the participants. We offer over

13 different types of trainings to schools and communities. We cannot

do the work we do alone. Therefore, we established new partnerships that allowed us to engage
different audiences both young and old. Some of these partnerships include, the Desmond & Leah
Tutu Legacy Foundation; Action Aid South Africa’s I Define Me programme, The Anglican Diocese of
False Bay, The Centre for Constitutional Rights, The Federation of the Deaf in South Africa, Joint
Peace Forum and the Frederick Van Zyl Slabbert Institute at the University of Cape Town. We have
reached

out

and

worked

in

communities

in

South

Africa,

Zambia

and

Zimbabwe.

Our

primary

presence is in schools and predominantly under-served communities. We have worked in the following
communities: Bonteheuwel; Langa; Bulawayo; Livingstone; Nyanga, Khayelitsha to mention a few.

All in all 2019 has been a wonderfully busy and successful year for the
training department and we cannot wait for 2020!
Ignatius France, Training Coordinator

Ignatius Francee
Training coordinator

THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

THE EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
2019

has

been

a

very

successful

year

for

the

Education

Department!

The

Department saw an increase in the number of schools signing up to become a
part

of

our

"Justice

Ambassadors

Schools,"

with

a

total

of

34 schools

and

29 Youth

being affiliated with the department. The department has also

begun to work with a number of primary schools in the Western Cape Province
and we are looking forward to expand into other provinces in the coming year.
The

Department

managed

materials and campaigns

to

produce

which

were

a

total

carried

35 exciting educational
out

in

our

partner

Justice

Schools. In addition to these campaigns, the department together with the
training

department

campaigns

in

their

managed
schools.

to

2020

train
is

Youth

going

to

Ambassadors
be

an

to

exciting

run

year

Justice
for

the

department as we set out to launch our Annual Youth Ambassadors Conference
in the first quarter of the year. We are looking forward to growing our database
of schools in 2020 and continue to empower everyday activism from an early
age.

Prudence Jantlo, Education
Coordinator

Prudence Jantloe
ducation coordinator

The Bridging Department

I am happy to report that it has been a great year for The Bridging Department. Since
its inception, The Mbokodo Club has gone from strength to strength. We were able to
establish a good working relationship with one of our partners, Kings Boxing Gym who
is providing self-defense training to our girls at no cost.

We have 33 girls who attend The Mbokodo Club as well as a core team of volunteers
who act as mentors to these girls. This year, we have successfully run

empowerment and boxing sessions.
activities

organised

by

The

Justice

26 female

The girls were able to engage in numerous

Desk

including

a

holiday

camp,

graduation

ceremony, Women’s Day event as well a visit from The Duke and Duchess of Sussex. We

14 Umoya sessions successfully focusing on different themes with
each session. We have 16 core team members who are responsible for planning these
were able to run

sessions. We have 60 residents living at the Missionaries of Charity. Everyone involved
in the Umoya Projects has gone above and beyond to make this project a success this
year.

I am thankful for all the hard work that every single person has put in. The goals for the
Bridging Department for 2020 is to launch 3 more projects by February 2020, so
watch this space!

malcom Gertse, Bridging Coordinator

Malcom Gertse
Bridging coordinator

CRAIG

LUCAS

The Justice Desk's Goodwill
Ambassador
On the 7th October 2019, ‘The Voice SA’ Season 2 winner, Craig Lucas
was announced as the Global Goodwill Ambassador for The Justice
Desk. Following Lucas’ success, he has used his platform to stand up
for the fundamental Human Rights that all people are entitled to. We
are thrilled to work with Lucas as we are great admirers not only of his
music, but his expression about his personal life and values. Lucas’
open letter about his sexuality is one example of these values. Freedom
from Discrimination and the Right to Equality are just some examples of
Human Rights that Craig Lucas and The Justice Desk are proud to
promote. When asked about the appointment, Lucas commented
saying: “The time I’ve spent with The Justice Desk up to now has been
incredibly eye-opening! I’ve learnt so much about human rights and the
importance of justice work. I look forward to working with their
incredible team to grow as an advocate for justice, as well as to make
a difference across South Central Africa!”

01

Our Mbokodo girls graduated their first
year successfully!

02

We have trained children from the age
of 3 & their parents and teachers in
children's rights!

03

We ran a successful red lips campaign
across the globe to stand against GBV.

04

Our photo exhibition really highlighted the
powerful women & girls in our communities!

05

Our training department ran trainings across
South Central Africa reaching thousands of
children, women and men!

06

On Mandela Day, TJD partnered with
Food Lovers Market to plant a food
garden in the ECD center in Nyanga

07

We launched our women's month
campaign and celebrated the power
of the incredible women we work
alongside!

08
09

01

06

04

05

The Justice Beyond Borders Campaign
reached far and wide and we had
support from schools across the globe!
14 incredible Umoya Sessions have been run
this year and we are looking forward to our
annual Christmas Party!

Highlights 2019
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02
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08

TJD were a part of a demonstration with
ECD forums, held outside of the
magistrate's court, to protest the need for
better means of prosecuting perpetrators
of rape and violence.
Craig Lucas, the winner of The Voice South
Africa has officially become our new
Goodwill Ambassador!
We celebrated our 6th Birthday party and
managed to raise awareness and funds at the
same time!

09
10

11

12

2019 Events
The Justice Desk's 6th Birthday Party
On

the

23rd

of

September

2019,

we

celebrated

our

6th

birthday

at

Sorriso’s

Deli.

The

incredible Timothy de Monk performed, and all our friends, family, partners and funders came
to celebrate 6 wonderful years of changing lives. Together, we raised R20,000 on the evening
to further expand our work.

Women’s Day Photo Exhibition
On the 9th August 2019, we celebrated Women’s Day by hosting a photo exhibition of the
many powerful women of The Justice Desk. Photos included shots of our Mbokodo girls,
activists,

staff,

Commissioner

community
Nigel

Casey

leaders
for

and

offering

heroes.
his

We

home

are

for

so

the

thankful

venue,

and

to

the

British

High

the

British

High

to

Commission for sponsoring the event.

Mbokodo Graduation Ceremony
On the 10th August 2019, we celebrated the graduation of our Mbokodo Girls. To celebrate,
our wonderful partners at the V&A Waterfront and Chavonnes Battery Museum organised for
the girls to go on a boat ride, ride the big wheel, and get a tour of the museum. We secretly
bussed

in

ceremony.

the
The

girl’s
girls

families

who

performed

then

surprised

alongside

South

them

at

African

the

venue

musician

for

their

Timothy

de

graduation
Monk,

and

received their medals and certificates of graduation. The event was a phenomenal success
which inspired all!

The Royal Visit
September 2019
On Monday the 23rd of September 2019, The Justice Desk had the honour and privilege of
having The Duke and Duchess of Sussex visit one of our community projects. The air was
filled with exhilaration as the humble township of Nyanga was anticipating the visit of the
Royals. The visit of the Duke and Duchess to the township of Nyanga was one that was
greatly appreciated by the community, whose narrative has been marred with high crime
statics, murder and violence against women. Nyanga has been named and remains the
murder capital of South Africa even though there has been a 6.2% decrease in the number
of cases in 2018/19, according to the latest South African police crime statistics.
The Nyanga visit by the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, was particularly important to The
Justice Desk and the Nyanga community, as it came in the subsequent surge of media
focus on gender-based violence that has been making the headlines in the country,
despite this being a daily occurrence. The visit brought the world's attention on the
community of Nyanga and the efforts of The Justice Desk to combat this war on women by
men. The words of the Duke of Sussex, Prince Harry were received with great applause
from the Nyanga community as he amplified the many trainings that The Justice Desk has
been holding in the community. Prince Harry said that “It’s about redefining masculinity,
it’s about creating your own footprints for your children to follow in, so that you can make
a positive change for the future.” These words were particularly encouraging as they
strengthened the broader work of The Justice Desk in the path of raising everyday activists
who challenge injustice and shift the narrative of crime and impunity toward that of
empowerment and justice. Take a look on our Youtube channel to see video footage of the
day!

365 Days of Activism
#Enoughisenough
Gender based violence, violence towards women at the hands of men, continues to be a
global issue. The Justice Desk, alongside incredibly powerful women, are working hard to
challenge all forms of violence against women. On the 5th of September 2019, The Justice
Desk demonstrated alongside more than 27 000 people at the gates of parliament in Cape
Town, South Africa. The march was in response to the brutal murder and killing of Uyinene
Mrwetyana. She, like countless numbers of women and girls in South Africa, was a victim of
violence
executive

at

the

hands

director,

of

Jessica

a

man.

Together

Dewhurst

we

addressed

stood
the

and

said

#enoughisenough.

crowd

and

called

for

Our

long-lasting

change and stronger institutions!

The outcry from the crowd brought the South African President, Cyril Ramaphosa to the
stage. He addressed the memorandum brought to his attention and committed to a live
television address to the nation with a response to the demands of the demonstrators. This
was a first step towards challenging the deeply rooted levels of inequality and injustice
faced by women and the girl child daily. But it is important to recognise that the work being
done behind the scenes is not enough - we all need to play a part in challenging what
women are subjected to daily and shift the focus to 365 days of activism. At The Justice
Desk, we work hard to encourage people to start listening and using spaces and one’s
privilege to work towards creating platforms for women. We need to start creating safe
spaces for the voices of women to be heard. Start looking to your own circles and beyond to
challenge unacceptable behaviour, misogyny and actions and words that perpetuate rape
culture!

Standing against GBV
#16days
16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence is an international campaign to
challenge violence against women and girls. The campaign runs every year from 25
November, the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, to
10 December, Human Rights Day.

At The Justice Desk, we often speak of the need for 365 Days of Activism, in order to
highlight the daily mass murders and rape of women and children in South Africa.

The girls of our Mbokodo Club (The Rock Club) with its motto “wathint’abafazi
wathint’imbokodo”
decided

to

which

engage

fully

translates
in

this

to

year’s

“you

strike

campaign

a
to

woman;
highlight

you

strike

this.

Our

a

rock”,

girls,

all

survivors of GBV, aged 13 to 18, are from the Nyanga Township. Nyanga is one of the
oldest townships in Cape Town and is also known as the murder capital of South
Africa. It has the highest sexual offense cases of women and girls in the country.

The Mbokodo Club engaged in various advocacy initiatives to take a stand against
GBV in 2019. These included hosting a photo exhibition, creating music and dance
pieces to educate people about GBV, creating artwork and posters, and leading a
march against GBV in December.

We are so proud of our girls, and cannot wait to see what they will
do in 2020!

Glamour Women of The Year 2019
On the 23rd of November 2019, Glamour Magazine hosted its 10th annual Glamour women of the year ceremony. Ten
category award winners were announced. Women of South Africa were celebrated for their incredible achievements
and the awards ceremony served as a reminder that the power of women should never be underestimated.

The Justice Desk's founder & executive director, Jessica Dewhurst was awarded the first trophy of the evening as she
was named Glamour Women of the Year in the Goodwill and Activism Category. She recognised that systemic
injustice was (and still is) preventing people from accessing their human rights! Jessica Dewhurst chose to accept the
award on behalf of the incredible women she has the privilege of working alongside, those who fight for change they
may not see in their lifetimes; in the hopes that there will be a fair and equal future for generations to come. Jessica
acknowledged the power of women in our society by stating in her accepatnace speech that:

“South African women are our unsung heroes of everyday activism. Women are the ones who gather together, each
and every day to support & love one another. And when we seek refuge in each other, we feed the fuel needed to
keep up the fight. It’s the women who are the first to peacefully march; women who fill the courtrooms demanding
justice; & women who are paving the way for our future children of this country. It’s the gogo’s, aunties, mothers,
sisters, daughters, trans women…It’s you, it’s me, it’s the women sitting next to you – it's each and every one of us.
Somehow men continue to try to convince us that we are second class citizens & that we are weak. They build
structures & systems of oppression to try and control and repress the power of women. For too long, there has been
a WAR WAGED on the bodies of women and the girl child. To those men, we say enough. You can try to cage us, but
you will never break us. To our women, never forget that you are a warrior, among a powerful sisterhood of South
African women who have gone before you. Your power is stronger than you know. Please, never, never, ever give up –
because we need you now more than ever!”

The Justice Desk is grateful for the recognition of the work of the organisation and the creation of a platform for
women to be celebrated and inspired!

UPCOMING IN2020
ESUOH SSENIPPAH

The Justice Desk’s “Happiness House” Project is a skills center for unemployed mothers to have
the opportunity to learn various income generating trades. It also serves as a safe space for
children after school or during holidays.
The house is located in the underserved township of Wesbank. Wesbank is a low-income area
that was developed to accommodate 40 000 people, but currently houses over 100 000
people. The neighbourhood is comprised of a very young population with 61% being under the
age of 29 years. Unemployment is very high, with many people struggling to make ends meet.
Wesbank is also a major gang territory, who often target women and children. The community
averages 50 casualties every 38 weeks.
The

women

and

children

of

Wesbank

spoke

out

about

the

need

for

a

safe

space

for

unemployed mothers to meet, and be taught income generating skills in order to support their
families. A safe space for children to also play while not at school, to prevent them from being
on the streets, was also identified as a need.
To address this, The Justice Desk began “Happiness House”. To begin, mothers began making
Justice Desk bracelets which were sold to people all over the world. Influential individuals to
own

and

wear

these

bracelets

in

support

include

Prince

Harry

and

Meghan

Markle.

The

mothers will continue making other beadwork and clothing items.
We look forward to working alongside the Wesbank community to make a difference in the
lives of these wonderful women and children.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GET INVOLVED, please get in touch at
bridging@justicedesk.org | (+27) 60 627 1963

UPCOMING IN 2020
South Africa is known as “The fatherless nation” as many young men grow up without a father

children often see are gang members.

ABMEHTEY AKISTN

figure or positive male role model in their lives. As a result, the only “male leaders” youth and

Ntsika yeThemba is a program that focuses on redefining masculinity by offering male rolemodel

encounters

for

young

men

in

South

Africa.

It

focuses

on

the

need

for

men

to

be

protectors and carers instead of oppressors and abusers. The project is also formulated to
empower young men to assist in defending the rights of women.

South Africa is currently experiencing a femicide where countless women and children are
being murdered at the hands of men. Recent conversations, nationally and internationally,

have

begun shedding light on the extremity of gender based violence in South Africa. Although it is

cathartic for conversations to occur amongst women, more importantly, these conversations
need to start happening amongst men. Opening up room for conversation in these spaces

allows us to bring the awareness back to where the true power for change lies, in the hands of
both men and women.

Ntsika Yethemba aims to teach male youth an understanding of the mind in order to reduce

negative behaviour and uncover resiliency which, in turn, may allow for society to be more just
at large. Such mentorship also teaches the values of respect and consent, and to assist in
building safer communities. This empowers participants to utilize their leadership and creativity

in giving back to their community. The project uses mentorship initiatives for young men as an
instrument, in an attempt to re-define and build positive ideas and actions of masculinity.

Project sessions include group discussions, workbooks, videos, story sharing and demonstrations.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GET INVOLVED, please get in touch at
bridging@justicedesk.org | (+27) 60 627 1963

A huge thank you to our
incredible partners!

To our funders- we thank you!
Without our incredible funders and partners, none of the work of The
Justice Desk would be possible! We would like to send out a huge thank
you to our funders who helped make 2019 a successful and impactful
year!

How to support The Justice Desk
Donate and become a member of

The Justice Desk Club!

Be part of the change! Sign up for a monthly
donation on The Justice Desk website:
www.justicedesk.org. Click 'Donate' on the top
right of The Justice Desk's main page and
donate securely through GivenGain. Make sure
to click 'make this a monthly recurring donation'
and finalize from there to join the Club!

Account Name: The Edmund Rice
Justice Desk
Account Number: 1151755834
Bank: Nedbank Limited
Branch Name: Constantia, Cape
Town Branch Code: 101109 or
198765 (generic code)
Type of Account: Cheque Account
Reference: [Donation, Name]
Email: info@justicedesk.org

2019

2019

